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Inside MIM is a periodic newsletter written by MIM staff. It discusses key topics in
management, consulting, auditing and accounting, etc. Since MIM is engaged in the field of
management consultancies, our professionals have adequate expertise that they have
gained through their years of experience at MIM. They therefore share their expertise and
thoughts through this newsletter. Martin Cox & Associates, MIM sister company, is engaged
in the field of auditing and accounting. Our professionals, through their experience in
auditing and accounting, share updates, insights and information about auditing and
accounting to keep you informed and up-to-date.
Subscribe to our newsletter online in order to stay current and receive notifications when
newsletters are published and our latest news as well.
Website: www.mimcons.net

For any inquiries contact us:
Tel: +971 4 321 5848
Fax: +971 4 321 5838
Email: secretary@mimcons.net
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MIM Feasibility Studies & Consultancies
 MIM is a specialized leading consultancy firm with over 33 years of
experience in the field of feasibility studies and management
consultancies serving the region’s top organizations and governments.
 Our professionals are result-oriented and thrive on achieving clients’
satisfaction which is the benchmark that measures our performance
and success.

ASEL AL MAAYER Auditing & Consulting
 We offer a wide range of professional services in auditing &
assurance, bookkeeping & accounting, and consultation services to
small and medium sized organizations.
 Our professionals are highly educated and well trained, and are fully
dedicated to serve our clients with due professional care and integrity.
We do not just deliver reports; we make sure that our services will be
a major contribution to your success and business development.

EBTIKARAT
 Ebtkarat is MIM representative office in Cairo, Egypt. Its core
business is management and business consultancies.
 Our Ebtkarat team collaborates with MIM team in order to ensure
the best quality services are provided to our clients to achieve our
clients’ satisfaction and maintain a long term business relationship.

EBTIKARAT Development
 Ebtikarat Development is a leading software house for developing
desktop, websites and mobile applications, based in Egypt and Dubai.
With the use of the latest information technology and
telecommunication tools we achieve targets depending on a strong
technical base and carefully selected expert resources.
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The Leadership Challenge
Are you up for the challenge?

Are leaders born, or made? That's the age old question.
We've never met a leader who wasn't born! Their point, of course, is that we're all born. The
only thing that matter is what we do with the gifts we've been given.
It's a complete waste of time to worry about the genetic underpinnings of leadership. They
argue there's little hard evidence to support the "leaders are born" theory. And worse, it
dooms us to accept our biological limitations as our destiny. The truth is that leadership is an
observable — and learnable — set of skills and abilities. Moreover, leadership skills are not
static. They can be strengthened and enhanced. All we need is the basic motivation, and a
few opportunities to practice.
Unfortunately, while the skills themselves may be timeless, leadership today seems to be in
pretty short supply. It's really too bad, because we are all surrounded by leadership
opportunities each and every day. One doesn't need to work for a large corporation to
assume a leadership role. Leadership happens in small businesses too. It happens in the
public, private or not-for-profit sectors. It happens at home, at school, or in the community.
It happens when we make it happen.
The world needs more leaders like never before. The Leadership Challenge as a call to
action, and a reminder that leadership is everyone's business. And more than that, the skills
needed to translate a personal commitment to leadership into success.
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The Five Practices of Exemplary Leadership
In short (1) model the way; (2) inspire
a shared vision; (3) challenge the
process; (4) enable others to act; and
(5) encourage the heart.
The bulk of The Leadership Challenge
is devoted to exploring these five key
Practices in considerable depth.
Through this exploration, But
underneath the five Practices lie ten
actual Commitments of leadership. In
essence, the five Practices are the
universal themes, while the ten
Commitments are the nuts-and-bolts
behaviors that leaders employ on the
ground to get extraordinary things
done. Let's see how:
Exemplary Leadership Practice #1: Model the Way
People in organizations don't blindly follow strategic plans and directives issued from upon
high. Instead, people follow people they trust.
Great leaders know that if they want to gain trust and commitment from their co-workers,
customers, suppliers and everyone else around them, they must be the models of the
behavior they hope to see. Fancy titles are one thing, but it's our behavior that matters
most.
Commitment One: Clarify Values
Modeling good behavior means being crystal clear about your own guiding values. It's the
very first Commitment you must make. You have to really open up your heart and let people
know what you truly think and believe. This means talking about your values early and often.
Commitment Two: Set the Example
Once you've identified your personal values, they need to be continuously reinforced. But
that can't be accomplished with words alone, and certainly not through long-winded
speeches. Rather leaders need to take actions that bring value to those around them.
Leaders look for every tangible opportunity to show, by their own example, that they are
deeply committed to the values and aspirations they espouse. Leaders also know that they
will only be judged by others to be credible when their deeds conform to their words.
Exemplary Leadership Practice #2: Inspire a Shared Vision
Every organization, and every social movement begins with a dream, the job of a leader is to
then translate that into a shared vision.
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A leader without a vision of the future is no leader at all. But having a vision is just the start.
A person with no constituents is not a leader, and people will not follow until they accept a
vision as their own. That's why leaders must look for ways to breathe life into the hopes and
dreams of others, and enable them to see exciting future possibilities. They must also stir
passion in others by expressing real enthusiasm around their vision. Leaders cannot
command commitment, only inspire it
Commitment Three: Envision the Future
Exemplary leaders have mastered the ability to gaze across the horizon of time. In their
desire to change the way things are, and to create something that no one else has ever
created before, they imagine what the results will be, even before a project has begun. It is
their absolute and unshakeable belief in what they see that pulls them forward.
Developing the ability to look into the future of one's organization first begins with a process
of conscious introspection. An aspiring leader must take a step back and ask "What is my
burning passion?" Passion is the key, because great leaders understand that if they do not
care deeply about something themselves, then they cannot expect others to act with
conviction either.
Seeing the future is also about remaining open to new possibilities as they arise by
constantly questioning the status quo. Leaders will frequently ask themselves what comes
next, after the current problem, task, assignment or project has been completed.
Finally, in learning to envision the future, it's also important for aspiring leaders to listen to
their staff and managers so that they can give voice to the ideas and feelings of those
around them. When leaders listen with sensitivity to the aspirations of others, they discover
the common values that link everyone together.
Commitment Four: Be Enthusiastic
Although a shared vision of the future is necessary, a shared vision is insufficient to achieve
extraordinary results on its own. People need vast reserves of energy and excitement to
sustain their commitment to a distant dream, and leaders are expected to be a major source
of that energy. Thus, mild enthusiasm will not do. Leaders must be wildly enthusiastic if their
followers are to be convinced to give the dream their all. Generating this kind of excitement
requires that leaders constantly look for exciting new ways to "animate" the shared vision.
There are several tools and techniques for animating your ideas, such as using symbolic
language, practicing a positive communication style, and using lots of non-verbal
expressiveness.
In addition to speaking with energy and enthusiasm, great leaders also communicate what
makes their team, organization, product or service unique and special. Uniqueness fosters
pride. No one wants to work for, or invest in, an organization that does exactly the same
thing as every other organization.
Exemplary Leadership Practice #3: Challenge the Process
All great leaders constantly challenge the process. They do not sit back waiting for fate to
decide, but rather they proactively venture out of their offices, always "on the lookout for
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ways to improve their team, taking interests outside of their job or organization, finding
ways to stay current of what the competition is doing, networking, and taking initiative to try
new things." Thus, leaders are like pioneers, searching for opportunities to innovate, grow,
and improve. Learning from their failures as well as their successes, they make it possible for
others to do the same.
Commitment Five: Look Outward for Innovative Ways to Improve
Teams and organizations succeed when leaders push them to take radical departures from
the past. True leadership isn't about muddling through, and making incremental
improvements. It's about doing things that have never been done before, and going to
places not yet discovered.
Thus, leaders must be innovators in their own right. And searching for opportunities to get
extraordinary things done requires a commitment call "outsight." because innovation can
come from anywhere (e.g., customers, users, suppliers, business partners, R&D labs, etc.),
leaders must always keep their ears to the ground in order to stay ahead of what's about to
come over the horizon. This means establishing as many relationships as possible,
connecting with more sources of information, and getting out of the office as frequently as
possible. By making a commitment to outsight, ideas will flow more freely from the outside
in.
Commitment Six: Experiment and Take Risks
If you're ever going to fulfill your dreams, you must be willing to take risks and do the
unorthodox. Getting extraordinary things done in organizations demands a willingness to
experiment and take risks with innovative ideas. Nothing great is ever achieved by doing
things the way they have always been done.
Wisely recognizing that some failure is inevitable, and that mistakes and false starts are part
of the process of innovation, aspiring leaders sometimes get their feet wet by looking for
quick wins. Big projects can be suffocating if not handled well. But small victories are great
for generating excitement, energy, and commitment — the psychological "wins" that
propels people toward a common end. By starting out with a small project, aspiring leaders
can be more hands-on as need be, and can help their team members cope more effectively,
by assigning tasks that are challenging but within the person's skill level. This way, people
are more likely to view change more positively.
Exemplary Leadership Practice #4: Enable Others to Act
Because great dreams and visions cannot become realities through the actions of a single
person, exemplary leaders know they must enable others to act. "The command-and-control
techniques of traditional management no longer apply. Today's leader must work to make
his or her team feel strong, capable, and committed — leveraging everyone's capacity to
deliver on the promises they make."
Commitment Seven: Foster Collaboration by Building Trust
In our increasingly complex and interconnected world, strategies must be based on a "we,"
rather than an "I," philosophy. In other words, partnerships and collaborations are now
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organizational imperatives without which nothing extraordinary can be accomplished.
Unless there is a strong sense of shared responsibility, you will never be able to extract
world-class performance from your team.
To foster this kind of collaboration, leaders must create a climate of trust. Trust is the most
significant predictor of an individual employee's satisfaction with the organization. When
leaders create a climate of trust, people feel they have the freedom to innovate and
contribute. That in turn nurtures feelings of openness, involvement, personal satisfaction,
and high levels of commitment to excellence.
To set the right tone, aspiring leaders must be willing to be the first to trust. In other words,
leaders should go first, as the word "leader" implies. How can trust be established? First,
trust is formed when leaders are willing to share information and resources openly. Leaders
also need to consciously assign people cooperative goals and roles, and structure projects to
promote joint efforts. Face-to-face interactions should be encouraged, wherever possible.
Also, some types of problems are best solved informally, so leaders should look for
occasional opportunities to interact with their team members on a social level. The bottom
line is that leaders must always show trust in order to build trust.
Commitment Eight: Strengthen Others
Exemplary leaders always make it a point to strengthen others, often at their own (shortterm) expense. They enable subordinates to take ownership of, and responsibility for, their
group's success by reinforcing their confidence in their own abilities, by listening to their
ideas and acting upon them, by involving them in important decisions, and by
acknowledging and giving credit for contributions.
Creating a climate in which people are fully engaged, and feel fully in control of their own
lives, is at the core of this commitment. This sort of climate can only be fostered when a
leader is prepared to cede absolute control, to give power away and, as a result, become
"less like a four star general" and more like a coach, or a teacher. This means spending time
to help your team members learn new skills and develop their existing talents. Essentially,
your subordinates can then become leaders in their own right.
Exemplary Leadership Practice #5: Encourage the Heart
Knowing that people can become exhausted, frustrated, and disenchanted during a long and
arduous climb to the top, great leaders recognize the importance of encouraging the heart.
They see it as a fundamental part of their job to show authentic appreciation for the
contributions of others, and to create a culture that celebrates victories and builds a sense
of community. In this way, everyone's spirit is uplifted.
Commitment Nine: Recognize Contributions and Show Appreciation
In high-performing organizations, the work can be quite intense, and people put in very long
hours. In order for people to persist at such a demanding pace, they need encouragement
and the emotional fuel required to replenish their spirits. They also need the will to continue
and the courage to do things they have never attempted before.
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The most important way leaders can provide this fuel is by recognizing individual
contributions. That means giving personalizing recognition. Even though it may not be
"politically correct" to single people out, leaders understand that winners raise the
standards of the entire enterprise, lifting everyone up around them.
What's best is that providing recognition doesn't have to cost the company an arm and a leg.
In fact, there are lots of ways to provide recognition, and not all of them are monetary in
nature. Even stopping by someone's office for a visit at a time when you're obviously very
busy with other things, communicates the message that they are important to you.
Commitment Ten: Celebrate Victories
The group performance improves when leaders bring people together to celebrate their
achievements. But celebrating is not as easy as it sounds. Group encouragement is a serious
business. Celebrations must be seen to be authentic, meaning they come from the heart.
Celebrations should also be based on the accomplishment of key values or milestones, not
simply offered up every quarter as an arbitrary excuse to "party." By bringing people
together in a meaningful way, and getting personally involved in the planning and execution
of the event, leaders are able to reinforce in others the courage that's required to get
extraordinary things done.
Conclusion
The Leadership Challenge is about how ordinary people can exercise leadership at its best.
Yes, it's true. Almost anyone can be a leader, that doesn't mean it's easy. It requires a daily
commitment to the five practices of exemplary leadership, and even more than that, it
requires an awful lot of energy. The question is: are you up for The Challenge?

Managing Director
MIM Group
Mahmoud@mimcons.net
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Young Entrepreneurs in UAE
UAE has one of the highest GDPs in the world, attributed to being an oil-based economy.
Benefits of the economy’s growth have trickled down to UAE citizens through supportive
government policies, such as no-tax regime, high public sector salaries, and education
allowance amongst others. The UAE has an unparalleled demographic opportunity which
consists of about one-third to one-half of young people.
UAE’s national population represents 42% of the people ranging in 15-35 years of age. The
youth is highly dependent on public sector employment, as the studies states than more
than 90% of the employed nationals work in the public sector. The factors pulling towards
public sector includes high salaries, job security, cultural fit, societal acceptance and lesser
responsibilities.
Young Entrepreneurs play an important role for the development of the Nation. Recently
there is an increasing trend seen in young entrepreneurship because of the need of personal
achievement, low job satisfaction level and attractive young entrepreneurs’ program. The
majority want to take the businesses their parents started and expand them by adding new
lines or venturing into new international markets. They are an ambitious bunch and
contribute to the industrial output, exports, employment generation and help to achieve
higher economic growth. Despite excellent knowledge, innovative ideas and remarkable
contributions towards Nation building, most of the entrepreneurs do not come into limelight
and their efforts and success are not fully known to the outside world.
Young entrepreneur programs are raising awareness, providing platform, developing skills
and expertise and professional training. The recent one includes TEJAR DUBAI, Young
Entrepreneur Competition and Abu Dhabi University help build business gap.
The Entrepreneur Development Programme aims to foster the next generation of
entrepreneurs by developing their skills and expertise through professional training while
also cultivating a culture of entrepreneurship in the country. The programme will provide a
tailored individual learning experience and internship placement to selected aspirant
entrepreneurs and is aimed at further maturing the entrepreneur’s business idea while
supporting the enhancement of Dubai’s position in the global economic landscape.
Tejar Dubai is one of the leading initiatives that will inspire the youth in the emirate to move
forward towards development and progress required in various sectors. It will also lead to
the empowerment of national entrepreneurs cognitively and practically and encourage them
to establish small and medium-sized enterprises.
Young Entrepreneur Competition provides competition based on encouraging and
facilitating the delivery of the idea of small business and the business of the future among
young people by providing real business environment and integrated to ensure the
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graduation of generations of entrepreneurs capable of innovation and creativity within the
competitive business environment.

A comparison of share of ‘Self-employed & Employers in the Employed National Population’
in the UAE vis-a-vis some of the developed and regional economies reflects that this
proportion is much lower in the UAE as well as Qatar. In the MENA region, Lebanon (35%)
and Jordan (16%) have the highest share of self-employed and employers in the employed
population.
The problem was lack of communications, interest of youth in public sector jobs, Cultural Fit,
Low risk attitude and lesser responsibilities. The youth needs platforms of above mentioned
programs in which they can not only excel, but can help build up UAE’s GDP. This medium
will help resolve all the problems, provide them with extensive training, learning of
competitive behavior, substantial commitment and will provide a full limited risk business
plan.

Usama Masood
Auditor

Asel Al Maayer
u.masood@mimcons.net
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